COURSE TYPE TABLE

CEL
CLB

Continuing
Education Lecture
Credit Laboratory

CLN

Clinical

CLQ

Colloquium

COR

Correspondence

DIR

Directed Studies

FTD

Full-Time
Dissertation Study

IND

Independent Study

INT

Internship

LAB

Laboratory

LEC

Lecture

MSM

Mass Media
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Those methods in which knowledge is acquired and/or
applied in a learning activity for which credit is
awarded. Credit Labs may be held in specialized
classrooms such as laboratory or gyms.
Those methods which provide the student an
opportunity to acquire or apply previously acquired
knowledge and skills in a supervised situation that
relates to health care and approximates or duplicates
the conditions under which knowledge or skills are
used.
A series of presentations by speakers who discuss a
variety of subjects.
Those methods in which the student is isolated from
the learning situation by reasons of time, distance, and
the like. These typically involve a systematic program
of study which is conducted primarily through the use
of written material. Instruction tends to be
individualized.
Those methods in which the student learns a set of
skills or gains knowledge in a one-to-one situation
from an instructor. This method involves direct
personal contact and a high degree of interaction
between the student and the instructor.
A course used for full-time dissertation study after the
student has completed the number of required credits
for the dissertation, but is using University support
services to complete the degree goal.
Those situations in which the student acquires
knowledge or skills through independent experiences.
There is little or no formal interaction between the
student and the instructor.
A setting which provides the student with an
opportunity to apply previously acquired knowledge in
a supervised practical training environment.
Those methods in which knowledge is acquired and/or
applied in a learning activity that is a controlled
experiment or an artificial construct of reality for zero
credit and is usually associated with a lecture course.
Those methods which utilize a sequence of learning
experiences arranged in a systematic order of
predetermined knowledge. Lectures generally focus
on the instructional needs of a group rather than of
individuals.
Those methods in which instruction is provided for a
general, non-targeted audience through mass media.
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PRA

Practicum

REC

Recitation

SEM

Seminar

THE

Thesis Research

WRK

Workshop
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Those methods which provide the student an
opportunity to apply previously acquired knowledge in
a supervised individual situation in a field site which
duplicates the condition of the work place in which
skills or knowledge will be used.
Classroom instruction usually associated with a lecture
which facilitates interaction between the student and
the instructor.
This method generally involves a group of persons
who meet under the direction of an instructor to study
topics of mutual interest and concern.
A directed study which involves a thesis or
dissertation.
Those methods in which the responsibility for learning
is shared by the group members and the instructor(s)
or in which the group applies prior knowledge in
addressing a problem or issue. The duration of the
activity will vary with the nature of the content and
purposes of the group.
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